
educator’s guide



about the book:
Some kids like to dance and laugh out loud, and some 
sit quietly and make up stories in their heads—but 
we’re all different, and that’s okay because the maker 
of everything made us this way!

In their first picture book, bestselling author Sally Clarkson 
and her son Nathan encourage children on the journey to 
discovering their strengths. Mother and son duo draw on 
themes from their first book, Different, the emotive story of 
Nathan’s experiences growing up with mental illness and 

learning disabilities and Sally’s journey to loving him unconditionally. With the powerful truth that 
what makes you different makes you great, Only You Can Be You will help children embrace their 
differences and celebrate the differences in others.

The irresistible rhymes paired with Tim Warnes’s whimsical illustrations encourage your children 
with the reassurance they’re looking for in their own uniqueness. Whether they are quiet or 
artistic, funny or boisterous, your children will love this heartwarming read that assures them that 
they’re wonderful exactly as they are.

Hardcover edition: 9781400211432

contributors:
Sally Clarkson is the beloved author of multiple bestselling books, including Own Your Life, The 
Lifegiving Home with her daughter Sarah, Desperate with Sarah Mae, and Different with her son Na-
than. As a mother of four, she has inspired thousands of women through Whole Heart Ministries 
and Mom Heart conferences. Sally also encourages many through her blogs, podcasts, and web-
sites. You can find her at sallyclarkson.com and on her popular podcast, At Home with Sally, found 
on Apple Podcasts and Stitcher.

Nathan Clarkson is an actor, bestselling author, filmmaker, and poet who has a passion for telling 
stories that make a difference. Nathan has been seen in many popular TV shows and films and 
has recently released his first book Different, a memoir written with his mother, Sally, about his 
struggle and triumph in the midst of mental illness and learning disabilities. Nathan lives in New 
York and Los Angeles and can often be found in his hometown of Colorado Springs. You can follow 
Nathan on Facebook or connect with him at nathanclarkson.me.

Tim Warnes has been illustrating children’s books for twenty years. He lives in Dorset, England, 
with his wife, children’s illustrator Jane Chapman, and their two sons. When he’s not drawing little 
critters, Tim loves to write, watch birds, and play his banjo.  Visit Tim at ChapmanandWarnes.com.



Suggested 
Grade Level

First grade

• Dart (pg. 6)
• Tidy (pg. 8)
• Tender (pg. 13)
• Gadgets (pg. 18)

What makes you different makes you great. 

1. How does knowing synonyms and antonyms of words make 
you a better reader? 

2. How does the way we read help us understand the meaning of 
the text? 

3. How do the illustrations represent the text on the page?

Key Vocabulary

Enduring  
Understanding

Essential 
Questions

title: only you can be you!
author: nathan and sally clarkson

(Genre: Fiction) Lexile: 700-800L



The act of running somewhere suddenly and rapidly

Arranged neatly and in order

Synonym: sprint    Antonym: stop

Synonym: clean    Antonym: messy

DART

TIDY

Or maybe you’re organized, tidy, and clean (pg. 8)

Or maybe you’re short and can dart through the crowds (pg. 6)



Small, useful mechanical or electronic device

Synonym: sensitive    Antonym: tough

Synonym: tools

TENDER

GADGETS

Or maybe you make clever gadgets for all (pg. 18)

Showing gentleness and concern 

Or maybe you’re tender and let yourself cry (pg. 13)



Foundational Literacy

Vocabulary Acquisition

• Students will recognize and use synonyms
• Students will recognize and use antonyms 

As you read the text, create an anchor chart of character traits 
discussed in the book every couple of pages. 

Using the anchor chart created, choose one or two traits to  
identify a synonym and antonym. Then select either one synonym 
or antonym to compose a sentence, using the graphic organizer.

Task 1 
Objectives

Task 1

Standard Strand

Standard Category

TASK 1
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Sentence:

Sentence:

Trait

Trait

Synonym

Synonym

Antonym

Antonym



Sentence:

Sentence:

Trait

Trait

Synonym

Synonym

Antonym

Antonym



• Students will read text with appropriate expression to support 
comprehension. 

Discuss with the students how a good reader sounds. Emphasize 
good readers use expression to bring the text to life. 

Complete one page as an example: Have students read the text 
and decide which word or words they would choose to read with 
expression. They may also want to create a gesture with the text 
as well. Have a class discussion about which words they chose and 
why. 

Hand each student a copy of one page from the book. Give 
students a few minutes to read and become familiar with their 
text. They will decide which words to read with expression 
(gestures optional) and then find a partner to practice reading 
their page with expression. 

After each partner has read, students may find another partner to 
complete the same activity. 

Options: 
1. Students read the same text to multiple partners.
2. Students read their page to a partner, then switch pages, find a 

different partner, and continue the cycle 3–4 times. 

Task 2 
Objectives

Task 2

TASK 2
Foundational Literacy 

Fluency 

Standard Strand

Standard Category



• Students will notice that details in pictures often reveal feelings
• Students will make connections between the body of the text and 

illustrations
• Students will talk about illustrations and book and print features 

The authors use opposites to point out that everyone is different and 
your unique qualities make you great. (Maybe you’re LOUD, Maybe 
you’re quiet). They also use the illustrations of the animals to reflect what 
the text is saying (Birds for loud on pg. 3 and turtle for quiet/shy on pg. 4). 

As you read the text, create an anchor chart of the opposites the author 
uses and what illustrations (animals) were used to represent those 
opposites. 

Have students use the organizer to reflect on what makes them different. 
Then have students create a sentence, in the same format as the author 
uses to describe themselves and then their opposite. Students can then 
choose an animal representation of their sentence. 

Task 3 
Objectives

Task 3

Integration of Knowledge and IdeasStandards Strands 
and Category

TASK 3



Name:

Brainstorm Box

Maybe you’re

or maybe you’re

and

and


